RULES OF PACKING THE SHIPMENTS
1. The packing of the shipment is provided by the Sender depends of the form and characteristics of the items taking
into consideration the delivery time and other conditions of delivery.
2. Packaging should ensure integrity of sending attachments during the transportation and during the processing using
technical equipments. Packaging of the shipment should prevent harm to life and health of people or animals,
contamination or spoilage (damage) of other shipments and equipment.
3. Marking should be fixed on the top of the box (according to the arrow "up").
4. The quality packaging means packaging (box, bag, pallets, wood prevention, etc.) that follow the next requirements:
Features of quality
packaging

Example of quality packaging

Qualitative and thick
cardboard

No bulbous parts

The box is not repacked

The package does not
have deformations or slits
and without free entering
inside.

+

Example of not quality
packaging

If shake the box, it would
not the sound of broken
glass, connection of one
fragile part with another,
free moving of fragile
parts. In the not full filled
boxes must be used foam
plastic seal.

Small fragile parts must
be additioanlly packed
with bubble wrap.

No wet spots.

Sack (except sacks for the
garbage). The sack must
be made of thick material.

No wracks and features of
restoration the surface.

The shipment on the pallet
is fixed vertically straight
without bulbous parts.

The pallete is covered
minimum 3 slies of stretch
wrap.

All seats on pallet are in
the quality package (there
are no tears, dents and
deformations.

The bulk shipmnt is
packed in plastic sack.

Household appliances are
packed in ransport
package.

Digital technique is
packed in corrugated card.

Commodity package is
packed in the box.

It’s forbidden to bound or
to fix (parcels) together so
that they can disconnect
during transport. It is
permitted to combine only
till three parcels into one, if
they
are
bounded
minimum five slices of the
stretch or tape and it forms
a single integrated package
for shipment.
Overall cargo with a
weight greater than 30 kg
are placed on a pallet made
of chipboard (with a
special marking IPPC 15)
or packed in a plywood
box, plastic boxes. The
cargo must be fixed inside
the struts-catches, the
parcel should not move.
Attachments are packed in
bubble wrap, cover foam
filler inside should not be
empty seats. It is forbidden
to use solid wood
packaging.

